Committee on Transportation, Highways, and Public Works

Will meet at: 9:00 am     Date: Monday, April 16, 2012

Location: Committee Room 3

Remarks:

HB 246  LORUSSO  LEVEES  Provides with respect to the location of obstructions placed on a levee

HB 484  PUGH  MTR VEHICLE/DRIVER LIC  Requires drivers' licenses to include a special code indicating the holder has a lifetime hunting license in the state of La.

HB 695  BADON  MOTOR VEHICLES  Prohibits the use of a cellular telephone while driving

HB 701  GAROFALO  LEVEES  Provides relative to employment and deployment of police from the levee districts within the Southeast La. Flood Protection Authority - East

HB 787  BARROW  MOTOR VEHICLES  Prohibits the use of hand held cell phones while driving

HB 886  BARROW  TRAFFIC  Provides for penalties for texting while driving

HB 1130  CROMER (TBA)  INSURANCE/AUTOMOBILE  Provides for electronic display of proof of insurance (Subject to Rule Suspension)

HB 1163  GISCLAIR  TRAFFIC/SPEED LIMITS  Requests DOTD to lower the speed limit at a certain intersection
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